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ABSTRACT

There is no doubt that any work carried out with refugees requires much greater sensitivity and care than others. On the other hand, if these studies have to be done with limited budgets in a very limited time, it may be harder to reach meaningful results without sacrificing the necessary sensitivity. Unlike many other works which solely focus on the results, in this study, we aim to bring to light the proceedings of a refugee labour workshop, collaboratively organized by Global Labour University (GLU) Alumni in Turkey, the ICDD and Kassel University, which, though operated within a limited timeframe and a stringent budget, attained unexpected positive results. While we were coordinating and organizing this workshop, we also came to a conclusion that labour studies may not necessarily be done only through field researches which demands extensive human and financial resources. Indeed, we found that a well-planned workshop, supported with special techniques and ethical concerns may well replace field research in terms of the results achieved. We, therefore, present the background of the Syrian refugee labour workshop held in Istanbul/Boğaziçi University in February 2017 so that similar such endeavours may be undertaken in future when time and resources are limited.
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INTRODUCTION

Even after eight years since the Syrian crisis had ensued, as the international community is still struggling to respond to the humanitarian catastrophe, more than half of Syria’s population either comprises internally displaced persons (IDP) or refugees. Forced population movements have extraordinarily diverse historical and political causes and the displaced people find themselves in qualitatively different situations and predicaments. Nationalism and racism, xenophobia and immigration policies, state practices of violence and war, censorship and silencing, human rights and challenges to state sovereignty, ‘development’ discourse and humanitarian interventions, citizenship and cultural or religious identities, travel and diaspora, and memory and historicity are just some of the issues and practices that generate the inescapably relevant context of human displacement today (Malkki, 1995: 495, 496).

As it is the case with all refugee flows, Syrian refugees who participated in the workshop have raised numerous questions before scholars, trade unions and NGOs engaged in social research. In this context, researches focusing on Syrians settled in developing countries are under double pressure compared to those in western countries. The first cause of worry is related with inadequate monetary resources, one of the prerequisites for any research; universities, NGOs, trade unions and governments in developing countries have it in a minimal quantum as compared to western countries. This disadvantage can of course be overcome, in part, if researches are conducted jointly with organizations of the central countries as had been possible in the case of the workshop that has been the subject of this paper, an event made feasible by the solidarity and cooperation of German and Turkish universities and organizations. However, it should not be forgotten that there are limitations if similar such researches need to be carried out between western universities and institutions and those in developing countries. In other words, it is clear that it would not suffice to link all the research studies to this source only.

Second, developing countries are facing with the most intensive migration flows as in the case of those surrounding Syria. More than 5 million displaced Syrians live in its neighbouring countries in the Middle East and North Africa. As can be inferred from the proportion of Syrians in Turkey (3.4 million), Lebanon (1 million), Jordan (660,000) and Iraq (250,000) that about four-in-ten Syrians are displaced around the world (41%), as per the estimates based on data from the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). More than 150,000 Syrians also live in North African countries like Egypt and Libya. According to asylum seeker data from Eurostat, Europe’s statistical agency, and UNHCR data on refugee resettlement (Connor, 2018), only about 1 million displaced Syrians have moved to Europe as asylum seekers or refugees since the conflict began. This is another stressful factor on developing country researchers since millions of Syrian refugees are waiting to gain access to the labour market and find solutions for many teething problems that they face such as healthcare, education, shelter and
transportation. Further, owing to wrong estimations, many in Turkey had believed that the presence of Syrian refugees\(^1\) in Turkey would be for a temporary period and that they would be able to return home within a few months. However, in the present context many acknowledge that refugees are likely to stay in Turkey for a long time which has opened up costly challenges before Turkey (Kirişçi, 2014:18).

Studies on refugees involve different governmental agencies and it is hard to identify the target population, or figure out how to assist host communities, especially in the absence of a comprehensive systematic need assessment exercise. The presence of growing number of Syrians in Turkey is deeply impacting host communities economically, socially, as well as politically. In addition, the humanitarian and political situation inside Syria is increasingly deteriorating (Kirişçi, 2014: 5, 6).

In the given context, researchers need to find innovative ways to resolve the problem, apart from seeking cooperation and solidarity with western institutions. Each city where Syrians have settled must be scanned scientifically and findings must be shared by governmental authorities, universities, trade unions and concerned NGOs. According to the official data of December 2016, Istanbul, which is also the city where our workshop was held, has the largest number of refugees in Turkey, estimating to almost 3.5 million in total of which 3.1 million are Syrians; it has a population of between 17% and 25% of the total number of refugees alone (Erdoğan, 2017: 8). The ongoing refugee crisis in the Middle East has underscored the difficulties of qualitative research on forced migration. Borrowing Krause’s idea (2017: 24) that a research is not only about the results but also about the processes and related theoretical and methodological reflections, we have focussed on the way we coordinated the workshop, found and convinced the Syrian refugees to take part in the programme, and finally, jointly organized this interactive workshop. Our initial goal was to make a workshop with refugees only, but the result was like a field research with 44 Syrians and 13 Turkish workers; however, in the end, we managed to reach these targeted numbers with only a few missing participants on both sides. What made this possible was the mutual trust which was established at four separate meetings held with Syrians before the workshop and also the superb skills and endeavours of the moderators who actively involved themselves with all participants in the workshop. The entire event and workshop was held at Boğaziçi University, Istanbul, in February 2017, in cooperation with the International Center for Development and Decent Work (ICDD)/University of Kassel and Boğaziçi University.

In Chapter 1 (Part 1), we will describe the story of the coordination phase of this event including the preparation meeting and Skype conferences held among the organizers and comparing them with similar studies. In Part 2, we will share our experiences on how we reached 44 Syrians and nine Turkish workers, convey our

---

\(^{1}\) Although Syrian immigrants in Turkey were categorized under ‘temporary protection’, which is a different statute from ‘refugee’, we use the concept of refugee in this study in the sociological sense.
preliminary meetings with participants before the workshop and discuss the positive impacts of these preliminary works on the effectiveness of workshops in the frame of ethics, confidentiality and mutual trust. Part 3, directly and solely, focuses on the day of the organization of the workshop with Syrian refugees and Turkish workers, describing the series of steps we had taken to achieve their enthusiastic and fruitful participation. Our paper ends with concluding remarks and possible follow-up recommendations for the future by keeping the words of Finlay (2002) in mind that ‘research process itself has the potential to transform the very phenomenon being studied’.

1. COORDINATION OF A REGIONAL MEETING ON THE POSITION OF SYRIAN REFUGEE WORKERS IN TURKEY

After the conflict in Syria, Turkey has become the major refugee-hosting country for many Syrians who leave their homeland to survive Syria’s civil war. According to the historical figures, this is the second biggest immigration wave after the Second World War (Bahçekapılı and Çetin, 2015: 1). Since the start of the conflict in 2011, the estimated number of Syrians who entered Turkey was 2,834,441 by 2016 (İçerişleri Bakanlığı Göç Dairesi Genel Müdürlüğü, 2017: 76). However, this number does not reflect the reality as there are many Syrians who are not under Temporary Protection. While the flood of refugees started with thousands at the beginning of Syria’s civil war in 2011, the influx continued increasing and reached to millions with Turkey’s open door policy. (Esen and Binatlı, 2017: 1). Under these circumstances, Syrians have been exposed to vulnerable and problematic conditions that make this situation a humanitarian crisis in the region.

Furthermore, the situation of Syrian refugees becomes more complex under the Turkish legal system. According to the 1951 Geneva Convention, which was signed by Turkey under a geographical constriction, only asylum seekers from Europe were being accepted as a refugee (UNHCR Global Appeal 2008-2009: 304). Based on this definition, Syrians were not legally referred to as refugees in Turkey and this has created a problem as they have not been considered eligible to benefit from the rights based on the Geneva Convention.2 Their status being defined as ‘guest’, do not provide any basis for a legal settlement for their living and working conditions. This procedure continued until the Temporary Protection Regulation came into force in 2014 (Kaygısız, 2017: 3). From 2011 until the legislative procedure took effect, Syrians did not have any legal protection for building a life in Turkey, as their settlement was seen as temporary. However, though the Temporary Protection Regulation defined the Syrian settlement, it did not regulate the entrance of Syrians into the labour market as they remained

---

2 “The Convention lays down basic minimum standards for the treatment of refugees, without prejudice to States granting more favourable treatment. Such rights include access to the courts, to primary education, to work, and the provision for documentation, including a refugee travel document in passport form.” (UNHCR, 2010:4)
under Temporary Protection. It was only made possible with the Regulation on
the Work Permits of Foreigners under Temporary Protection in January 2016
(Okyay, 2017: 5) Thus, after five years of having entered into the Turkish labour
market informally and unregistered, the living and working conditions of Syrians
gained a rooted importance.

A detailed look at the Syrian demography in Turkey shows that 36.74% refugees
were under 15, while 61.2% of the registered refugee population in 2016 was
between 15–64 years; among the Syrian refugees, 1,323,054 were female and
1,511,387 male. By the end of 2016, when the distribution of the registered
Syrians was examined, Istanbul at 438,861 had the highest population, followed
by Şanlıurfa at 405,511 and Hatay at 379,141 (İçşleri Bakanlığı GöçdaresiGenelMüdürlüğü, 2017: 77).

Based on these figures, it can be interpreted that the young population who
could access the Turkish labour market is relatively high among Syrian refugees. It
creates an important issue in relation to the existing conditions of the Turkish
market, where the percentage of informal workers in November 2016 was 33.3.
The agriculture sector has the highest level of informal employment, followed by
the construction sector and hotels and restaurants in the service sector (Kaygısiz,
2017: 3).

Under these conditions, Syrian refugees’ main entrance to the Turkish labour
market occurred through the informal sector with low wages and absence of
decent working conditions. They work mainly in seasonal agricultural work,
construction, manufacturing, textiles, waste picking and begging areas (Kaygısiz,
2017: 8-13). Such jobs have proved problematic with regard to core labour and
social rights concerns, thereby making the refugee situation more vulnerable.

In this context, the question remains how far they can be integrated into society
with all these circumstances they face and what would be the role of civil society
organizations, trade unions and academia on this very important issue. These
questions have triggered the Global Labour University (GLU) Alumni in Turkey to
conduct a workshop on the Syrian refugees.

1.1 Purpose and Framework

Before getting into details of the purpose and framework of our workshop, here is
a rough picture on the GLU Alumni in Turkey who achieved to work collectively in
this process. The number of graduates from Turkey at GLU has increased and in
2018 there were 15 alumni from different master courses. Due to the ongoing
connections between alumni, a network among graduates was built who took
the initiative. The alumni network in Turkey aspired to build strong relationships
between the GLU graduates while bringing trade unionists, NGOs and scholars
together for strengthening the labour movement in Turkey and in the region.

Even though there are many aspects in Turkish labour movement that requires
attention, the situation of Syrian refugees in Turkey presents the special problems
of the Turkish labour market. It acts like a litmus test and uncovers the Turkish
labour market within a broad socioeconomic frame. Further, the humanitarian aspect of the issue created the basis for urgent reaction to the ongoing crisis.

Under these facts, the GLU Alumni in Turkey made a decision to apply for the ‘Call for Proposal for Regional Alumni Workshops in 2016 and 2017’, which would be financed by the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) based on the coordination that is provided by the ICDD. We, as GLU Alumni in Turkey, made a collaborative work for preparing the concept note and submitted it in March 2016. The overall aim of the concept note was to increase international solidarity regarding the situation of Syrian refugees and create a platform for collaborations on solidarity actions in Turkey. The concept note’s objectives were specified on organizing a regional meeting to have a participatory discussion on the Syrian refugees in Turkey, particularly with regard to the issues of integration of Syrian refugees into the labour market, living conditions of Syrian refugees, and the role of trade unions and civil society organizations on providing decent and inclusive living and working conditions in Turkey. In order to achieve these aims four focus areas were determined:


2. General impression of the Turkish labour market and trade union movement: challenges and future aspects.

3. Possible ways of integration of Syrian refugees to the labour market and improvement of working conditions of Syrian refugees with a specific focus on young Syrians. This area also covered the themes of child labour and gender-based violence.

4. Access to education, healthcare and shelters for decent living conditions.

Coordination of this project was run by GLU Alumni Diyar Erdoğan. The proposed regional meeting was structured in two phases: at the first phase, a planning meeting was proposed to be organized for having a detailed discussion on the preparatory work of the regional meeting and finalizing the programme. The planning meeting was of crucial importance for developing a sound strategy to reach out to Syrian refugees, who would be able to attend the regional meeting, and designing a comprehensive meeting programme with the contribution of most relevant partners and organizers. We were all aware of the fact that Syrian refugee labourers would be constructive elements for this regional meeting. In its guide for Participatory Planning Workshop, the UNHCR noted:

With the assistance of the multifunctional teams, refugees, internally displaced persons and returnees should select a reasonable number of community members who represent all ages and backgrounds, reflect gender balance, and are genuinely able to participate. The participants should also receive support in preparing adequately for the workshop, to ensure meaningful participation and avoid token presence (UNHCR, 2006: 48).
Unfortunately, owing to time constraints, we were unable to receive assistance from Syrian refugees in planning meeting. Thus, the first planning meeting was organized with participants from ICDD, International Labour Organization (ILO), GLU Alumnis from Turkey, academics and representatives of relevant NGOs.

At the second phase, a regional meeting was to be organized which would bring GLU Alumnis from Turkey, representatives of ICDD, ILO, Syrian refugees, trade unions, academia, NGOs and international organizations together. In the concept note, the main event, the regional meeting, was planned for eight days and two different locations were designed for the meetings. Accordingly, the first planning meeting was to be in Istanbul and the regional meeting in Mersin with the collaboration of Mersin University. The reason for choosing Mersin for the regional meeting in the proposed concept note was the fact that the city was located in southern Turkey, which is historically defined as a city of migration tracing back to more than 200 years. According to official numbers, in 2014 there were 58,800 Syrian refugees in Mersin. However, it has been repeatedly reported that the actual number of refugees might actually be closer to 200,000. (ORSAM, TESEV, 2015: 32). Because of its geographical position, Mersin is one of the main hubs for trafficking refugee. The proposed programme for the regional meeting also included a visit to the camp(s) and local NGOs in Mersin for showing solidarity to refugees and local NGOs through a field trip and additionally listening to their stories witnessing their conditions in camp(s). Based on this framework, the approval for the proposed concept note was received in May 2016. Even though the location and duration of the proposed regional meeting were changed based on the discussion at the preparatory meeting, the essence and objectives of the concept note was preserved in the actual regional meeting.

1.2 Planning

After receiving the approval, the first step was taken regarding the planning of the regional meeting. It was decided to organize the preparatory meeting in Istanbul in November 2016. The preparatory meeting was hosted by the Bogazici University Centre for Educational Policy Studies (BEPAM) with the participants from GLU Alumnis in Turkey, University of Kassel, ICDD, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung Istanbul, ILO, and an expert scholar on the issue from Mugla University. The focus of the preparatory meeting was to determine the overall scope, objectives, programme and sessions of the regional meeting. In order to have better understanding of the scope of the issue, Associate Prof. Saniye Dedeoğlu was invited as guest speaker to make a presentation on the current situation of Syrian refugees in Turkey and her experiences on the field with Syrian refugees as part of her research project. The presentation provided inputs on the latest figures of Syrians in relation to their position in Turkish labour market.

During the discussions at the meeting, the main concerns were framing the programme by considering its outputs, location and the duration of the regional meeting. Regarding duration and location of the regional meeting, we had two important constraints—budget of the regional meeting and political atmosphere
in the country. The most critical point in the budget was simultaneous translation item and it was necessary to have a service provider who would have technological and technical capacity for providing Turkish, English and Arabic translation. It was soon understood that organizing the regional meeting in Mersin city would become much more difficult due to the given budgetary limitations, especially for translation expenses (mainly because of astronomic costs of transportation of equipment to Mersin) and other organizational matters.

Mersin, as a location, was critical for the purpose of the regional meeting, since it was aimed to create interaction with Syrian refugees and local NGOs for showing solidarity and listening to their stories. However, this might well be overcome by using different workshop techniques like Fishbowl which would be more interactive than having passive participants in the camps around Mersin. What is more, compared to those living in Istanbul, refugees in the camps are more unfamiliar with market relations such as seeking jobs, knowing working conditions or facing discriminations in job. Beyond all these when the programme structure were being discussed in more detail, it was clear that the framework should be kept more concrete and the regional meeting for more than four days would not be applicable and feasible under the human and financial resources of the project.

Second important issue was the political situation in Turkey; only five months had passed since the failed coup attempt and emergency law was put in force since then. Many important NGOs have been shut down by the ministry as part of the state of emergency and many scholars were dismissed from their position in the universities. So it was apparent that we would encounter difficulties in inviting certain NGOs and scholars. Furthermore, the host institution's support was critical under this political pressure. Bogazici University BEPAM was collaborative to the aim of the regional meeting and values of the GLU Alumni in these conditions. Based on the sources and actual conditions, it was decided to have the regional meeting for four days with the Istanbul/Bogazici University as the host institution.

Another important point was that since as GLU Alumni, an alumni network in Turkey, we were facing a setback as we had a very low recognition. Moreover, as a network we did not have any legal basis. We were concerned that it would create a problem for actualizing the regional meeting. It was very important to have the right partners for organizing this event. In that sense, to have the references of the partners of the regional meeting was crucial to overcome difficulties of organizational and logistic issues.

The considerations on output and related target of the regional meeting were framed based on short-term and long-term results with the main focus on labour market participation of Syrian refugees in Turkey. First, the short-term result aimed to create policy recommendations at the end of the regional meeting by combining all important points that were presented by participants. Second, long-term impact was aimed by providing a platform for collaborations on solidarity actions to take place. Based on these aims, the main outputs were
formalized as policy recommendations, final report of the workshop and possible platforms for further actions. According to this, the duration of the programme was planned to be three days for the regional meeting and one day for fishbowl workshop. University students, academicians, labour activists and NGO members were the targeted audience for the first three days while Syrian and Turkish workers and organizers from Germany and Turkey were aimed to be the participants at the fishbowl workshop on the fourth day.

In the preparatory meeting it was also discussed whether it would be proper and/or possible for Syrian refugees to participate in all events during the four-day tenure. It was agreed that there would be various problems to include Syrians entirely in the four-day event. It was decided that first we would select and invite those Syrians with experiences in job markets to attend events only for one day. Second, it was assumed that during the first three days of the event, it would be boring for the refugees to participate in an activity replete with academic presentations. Third, it would unnecessarily increase translation costs and would neither contribute meaningfully towards the realization of the aims of the regional workshop nor for the Syrian refugees themselves.

The programme (Annex) was organized thematically and separated into sessions which would enable one to focus on different objectives each day. The first day was aimed to provide an introduction on the current status of Syrian refugees in Turkey, with a detailed look on the Turkish labour market, particularly how it had been affected by the Syrian crisis including the increasing precarization of different sectors in labour market, and labour migration policies. On the second day, it was purposed to go beyond the theoretical debate to practical and concrete experiences, especially from field studies and presentations of NGOs on matters related to gender and child labour. Furthermore, sessions on migration policies in Germany and Turkey regarding Syrian refugees were compared in terms of access to the labour market, public services, gender and discrimination. In order to create a collaborative policy recommendation and present it with a debate for the general audience, a round table discussion was organized which was limited to seven speakers and was closed to the audience. The last day of the regional meeting was devoted to informal labour markets and a session on identity and discrimination cases towards Syrians in Turkey. The regional meeting was planned to finalize the summary of all the recommendations that was gathered from the previous days and were to be presented for an open general discussion with the audience. The fishbowl workshop, organized separately from the regional meeting, was closed to press/media, the audience and speakers, as it were to be organized only for Syrian and Turkish worker participants. However, it was agreed that the findings of this event were to be shared in the workshop report.

1 Most refugees have only one day off per week because they work in the informal sector.
Another issue that caused distress in the coordination stage was that the event was to be held in Turkey, but the sponsor and partner institutions were from Germany. A Skype meeting was organized between the organizing team in Turkey and Germany in January 2017, prior to the workshop dates. Two important issues were discussed. First, the organizational and logistic matters were planned according to 100 participants per day for the regional meeting. Second, details about the organization of the Syrian and Turkish workers at the fishbowl workshop were discussed (these issues will be explained in subsequent chapters). Furthermore, in relation to the fishbowl workshop, another Skype meeting was organized in January 2017 between the moderators and the organizing team on the implementation of the fishbowl technique. The topics of discussion revolved around the profile of the participants, the fishbowl technique and questions that were planned to be asked to workers. As part of the implementation of the technique, one needed detailed information on issues that we aimed to raise during the fishbowl workshop. The proposed questions and topics were the following:

- The ways of finding job (formal and informal ways: friends, neighbours, etc.)
- Did you have experience or did you get training before you started to work?
- Working conditions (working days/hours; breaks/holidays; overtime work: paid or unpaid; H&S; free lunch and free service vehicle)
- Does your employer organize training related to your work? Can all workers equally benefit from these trainings?
- Wages, bonuses and aids given in kind (heating, food or cleaning supplies)
- Access to public services (health, schooling of children and public transportation)
- Housing and transportation
- Are there discriminative practices at your workplace based on ethnical origin, migrant statute and/or sexual orientation?
- What would you want the most if a campaign is organized to improve the living and working conditions of Syrian refugees?
- What would you desire the most if a campaign is organized to improve the living and working conditions of Turkish workers?

Based on the feedbacks of the organizing team, moderator Sinem Sefa Bayraktar framed the questions under four main titles: *Working life and conditions*: finding a job and entering into Turkish labour market; *Working conditions and opportunities*: access to work/workplace; *Living conditions*: basic necessities; *Access to public services*: education, health, social welfare. And these were the focus areas that were discussed with Syrian and Turkish workers.
1.3 Participants and Dissemination

The participation for the regional meeting aimed at a target of minimum 100 participants per day. In order to reach the participants, the dissemination of the event was constructed through online sources. A website was launched under the name of https://gluturkeyalumninetwork.wordpress.com/ and a facebook page of the GLU Alumni network in Turkey was created and linked to this website.

In order to announce the event, an invitation list with 62 organizations was prepared which included NGOs, trade unions and public authorities. An event announcement was launched through facebook and 647 persons responded for participation. Due to limited space and other source constraints we had, implementation of a pre-registration form became necessary. The requests for participation were narrowed down with the registration application which had questions like ‘organization’ and ‘reason for the participation’. The collection of registration forms was useful not only for reducing the number of participants but also to be aware of the profile of the targeted audience. This information was shared with the speakers so that they could also work on their presentations based on the profile of the participants. At the end, we received 240 registration application forms. In the final stage, the number of participants was reduced to 158 people per day including the speakers and the organization team.

The pictures that were taken during the regional meeting were presented on the website and also shared on the facebook page. Furthermore, presentations of speakers were recorded via camera for archiving purposes. Before and during the regional meeting we had received requests from the press. Thus, the participation of journalists also helped to a great deal in the dissemination of the regional meeting. At the same time, a press release was prepared and shared with the support of Boğaziçi University, BEPAM. The dissemination of the regional meeting was also supplemented with brochures, posters of the regional meeting and printouts of the programme which were used before and during the event.

1.4 Outputs

The outputs of the regional meeting consisted of policy recommendations, final report of the workshop and possible platforms for further actions under the objective of increasing international solidarity for the cause of Syrian refugees and creating a platform for collaborations on solidarity actions in Turkey. The final report, delivered to the ICDD, included policy recommendations and the evaluation of the regional meeting. Apart from the final report and policy recommendations, the last output, an edited book, is a proposal being worked upon. During the regional meeting, GLU members and the Alumni network in Turkey had a meeting to discuss the next steps for creating possible platforms. As a result of this meeting, it was decided to publish a book on the regional meeting of Syrian refugees and their integration into Turkish labour markets. The first steps have been taken with a call for contributions in February 2018. At this point, the team of editors has completed their work and the manuscript is at the publication stage.
The regional meeting was organized based on the ‘Call for Proposal for Regional Alumni Workshops in 2016 and 2017’ which also aimed to strengthen the relations between alumni. This was achieved through further efforts that involved establishing website content. It aimed to inform on the developments concerning the labour issue in the world and Turkey and to create possible networks. The website called "kureselemek.org" has been launched in Turkish in February 2018. However, future plans include an English version of the website. The content in this website is being produced with volunteer support from the GLU Alumni in Turkey through translation of articles in English and Turkish to cater to the need of information exchange on labour issues. The regional meeting had an important effect for creating initiative of GLU Alumni network in Turkey and the members are motivated to take this further with other possible projects. As an alumni network we have attained a certain degree of recognition through the regional meeting and it has allowed us to have better basis for organizing our next events.

Regarding our targeted audience, we have preserved a relation with scholars and NGOs after the regional meeting. We have received emails and requests for further information on certain speakers and report of the regional meeting findings. The fishbowl workshop will be explained, in detail, in subsequent chapters, however, it is important to note that it was a critical event for achieving our aims. Among the overall aims of the regional workshop, it was aimed that the workshop would assist towards the creation of a network and solidarity between Syrian and Turkish workers to understand and recognize the problems they face. Bringing Syrian and Turkish workers together in an event where they shared their working and living conditions was an important step for creating a mutual understanding to reach a platform for collaborations on solidarity actions in Turkey. We have tried to approach the situation of Syrian refugees in the Turkish labour market in a laboratorial atmosphere. We wanted to create a platform for sharing experiences without being alienated from their struggles as workers in the Turkish labour market. In order to show solidarity to the initiatives of the Syrian refugees in Turkey, we received catering services from a collective called ‘Syrian Kitchen Collective’ during the fishbowl workshop. It created a chance for Syrian women to make their labour visible in the eye of Turkish and German organizers, Turkish workers, university students who were voluntarily around to assist organizers and to their husbands who were the participants of the Fishbowl Workshop.

To sum up, the regional meeting served as a multilevel platform for collaborations for many actors who were GLU alumni in Turkey, German academics and organizers, people and organizations that work on Syrian refugees, and Turkish workers.
2. STEPS TOWARDS A COLLABORATIVE WORKSHOP WITH SYRIAN AND TURKISH WORKERS

In the previous chapter, we discussed our project which aimed to understand the positions of Syrian refugees in the Turkish labour market and shared the details of the coordination process including a number of preliminary activities such as first preparation meeting at Boğaziçi University and a Skype conference. As it is mentioned in Chapter 1, finding and convincing refugees to participate in the project was the second stage of our research. This was initiated immediately after the preparatory meeting which was held in November 2016, in which majority of the steps to be taken were agreed and identified. However, only two and a half months remained to the date of workshop amounting that Syrian participants would be found under a great time constraint. Moreover, it was obvious that political conditions in Turkey in that period would further augment the given limitations. In addition to these, we had to make a division of tasks according to the job responsibilities of each GLU researchers who lived and worked in Istanbul. As the number adequate for these criteria was only three and as two of these three were full timers, the task of finding Syrian refugees was undertaken by Gaye Yılmaz (GY). Thereby, an intensive communication traffic started off which lasted for two months between the concerned NGOs of Syrians, Turkish labour-friendly NGOs, Turkish Labour organizations, ICDD researchers, university administration and the Turkish GLU alumni as discussed below.

2.1 Finding and Convincing Syrians to Participate in the Project

Refugee research usually begins by communicating with a local NGO or association though the specifics vary. This initial relationship then multiplies and expands thereby by articulating different relationships. First, we must note that our focus participants, by definition, were the self-settled refugees who remained outside the formal settlements and lived in the districts together with non-refugees. Bakewell (2008: 444) asserted that in the course of the talks or interviews, it may be possible to ask about people’s origins, their movements and how did they come, but it is again very difficult to verify the responses. Although we were aware of the risks which may be generated from field research techniques such as sharing the same social group or belonging to the same religious group, or interacting with a particular NGO (Jacobsen and Landau, 2003:13), owing to the techniques we employed before and during the workshop, the

---

1 Since Turkey entered into an almost endless process of state of emergency following the failed coup in July 2016 both preparatory meeting and workshop were held under these conditions. One difficulty, for instance, was the fact that hundreds of democratic NGOs, journals, magazines were closed down. Another difficulty was that entrances to the universities and organizing events in the campuses were subject to strict controls following the failed coup.

2 GLU-Kassel Alumni and ICDD Associate.
reactions we received were quite diverse. Indeed, we found Syrian refugees at a similar process.

First, GY, one of the researchers of the Project, gave a brief notice to the university students she taught and asked for help. Since both Boğaziçi University as an institution and also its students were extremely well suited to social work, those students who declared that they were ready to assist voluntarily, contacted her immediately. At the same time, the students also gave a list of the activities organized by the university in relation to this topic and provided the names and contact addresses of concerned scholars. In the very beginning of the process, consecutive and highly fruitful talks were held with faculty members, assistants and students who participated in the organization of such events beforehand and asked for information on possible problems they faced. In these talks, it was noted that the most underlined problem was the fact that the activities of the refugees were held in large conference rooms and that the events were open to the press and the media. It was not surprising that Syrian refugees expressed the same concerns at the preparatory meetings. Through their observations, experienced faculty members, assistants and students also underlined the fact that in case of events held at big conference rooms, the media and press participants tend either to evade questions or to hide the reality. Another problem they emphasized was the meeting styles where refugees felt themselves in complete self-loneliness. They highlighted that Syrian refugees were sick of being taken under the lens in similar events which solely focused on themselves.

After a tour of talks between Turkish GLU alumnis and the ICDD research team, we agreed also to involve Turkish workers—though their numbers were kept fewer than Syrian participants because of budget constraints—preferably working in the same industry with the Syrians. Considering that this way might also become an opportunity for us to compare working conditions of Syrians and Turkish workers, we soon contacted both the DISK/Confederation of Progressive Trade Unions of Turkey and also few independent labour NGOs. Our efforts resulted with the involvement of nine Turkish workers from different industries into the workshop and before they attended in workshop, they were also provided with the Turkish version of the same informative note which was given to Syrians. We observed that Syrian refugees become very happy when they heard in the second informal gathering that they would be together with Turkish workers during workshop. They expressed that discriminative work practices that they were exposed to in everyday life would be seen by a broader audience, including Turkish and German academics.

Birman (2005: 164) emphasizes that an ethical approach to research is to insist on including the diversity of immigrant and refugee populations in research and to include questions about the variety of within-group variations in the research protocol. For him, researchers need to define and describe the specific population of interest and the ways in which their sampling strategies are intended to

---

7 With our warmest and special thanks to Şevval Şener (student) who voluntarily assisted GY by offering incredible help in all stages of the workshop.
capture its particular segments. As our project is based on an assumption that what is right for any refugee group is also true for the Syrian refugees and also because we need to do this within few activity days, we had to narrow and limit our research question with the labour market instead of focusing on the interests of refugees. Thus, for Syrian participants, the only criterion we employed as the basis for creating the sample was that the participants must become Syrian refugees with more or less work experience as our project aimed to understand the position of Syrians in Turkish labour markets. Adopting this criterion, which is sufficiently inclusive and extensive, made it possible for us to understand both the working and living conditions of them. Because of the fact that Syrians already had a number of difficulties to enter into the labour markets in Turkey and owing to time constraints, we did not have the luxury of pursuing the diversity principle while creating the sample. For instance, to some extent we had to undervalue ethical, cultural, gender-based and religious diversities—which must definitely be handled by further researches—that existed within the Syrian populations while creating the sample.

Following the initial talks and interviews held with faculty members, assistants and students, with the help of few students of GY, three refugee groups one in Okmeydani, one in Fatih and one in Avcilar district were visited within their own premises and the first four general informative meetings (two in Okmeydani, one in Avcilar and one in Fatih) to facilitate exchange of views took place during these gatherings. Thus, in total, four meetings with 70–80 Syrian refugees were held before the workshop. Meetings were held under the host of two community associations one of which was founded by Turkish activists and the other solely founded and composed by Syrian refugees themselves. At this point, we must keep in mind that some of the refugees might have had large ethnic enclaves while others might not. Birman, states that other smaller groups might have had ethnic concentrations in specific regions inside the city. Bigger ones had the option of settling within ethnic enclaves that maintained some infrastructure, including cultural institutions, events, agencies, and programmes in the native language. This infrastructure provided opportunities to interact with others from similar backgrounds. On the other hand, other groups which were relatively small, and even when small ethnic enclaves existed, they did not provide the types of resources that larger communities could sustain (Birman, 2005: 158). In our event, the latter was the case; those in Okmeydani, Avcilar and Fatih were small ethnic concentrations. While men either were seeking informal jobs or working under highly precarious and instable conditions, women reported that they were produced foods such as marmalades and tomato paste in very small scale. For instance, female refugees asked the researcher whether they might have the opportunity to exhibit and sell their products on the day of the event at the university. As this was something to be agreed with the research team and also a preliminary permission from the university was needed, women had to wait for a while till all these stages were completed.
In these early meetings women seemed less familiar with speaking Turkish than men, probably because the latter were spending more time outside home compared to their wives. All these meetings were run with volunteer Syrian translators interacting between Arabic and Turkish. In the first meeting, following few tours of questions and answers, participants asked GY to prepare an informative note which explained the aims, expectations and methods of the workshop with the hope to inform friends who were unable to attend the meeting but likely to attend the workshop day. Those from Okmeydanı and Avcılar needed Turkish but other groups in Fatih needed the English note. Both versions of note in TR and EN were prepared and given to the contact persons in each district to be translated into Arabic in the final. Following consecutive contacts between GY and the project coordinator Diyar Erdoğan (DE) these notes were prepared considering the basic questions raised during the first four meetings held within the premises of Syrian refugees.

Yu & Lieu (1986) underlines that immigrants possessing no valid documents might fear being identified, thus shy away from participation in research studies, particularly, if the research might lead to their identification by authorities (Trimble and Fisher, 2005: 157). In their article, ‘Stop Stealing Our Stories’, Pittaway et.al. (2010) also highlight a similar risk that refugees may feel physical risks; e.g., when published papers include (unauthorized) names and/or pictures of interviewees, they might be exposed to harmful reactions from government authorities and military leaders (Krause, 2017: 11). Beyond the content of these informative notes, it was noticed that the biggest fear/concern of Syrian men and women was also to make sure that this is a labour and refugee-friendly initiative where the Turkish State is not involved. They even asked the researcher, GY to prove her academic identity in order to be completely sure of this in the first meeting. They were also shown official research authorization letter with the ICDD logo and it was observed that this letter was circulated hand to hand among participants even though it was written in an unknown language for majority of them. In these preparatory meetings with Syrians, other related questions such as their transportation from their homes to the workshop venue and vice versa, entrance to the university campus without facing any trouble and arrangement of lunch were also raised.

Empirical studies stress that refugees’ living conditions in camps as well as urban areas are often shaped by structural restrictions, diverse forms of violence and limited livelihoods (Krause, 2017: 3). Jacobsen and Landau (2003) state that apart from distinct insecurities, the interaction with ‘western’ scholars can put participants at risk, especially when the authority figures object to the research and punish people for taking part. Moreover, partial selection and an insensitive approach towards participants or involuntary participation can cause fear or frustration among the people (Ellis et al. 2007; Mackenzie et al. 2007; Hugman et al. 2011a, cf. Krause, 2017:4). We must underline that those who joined our workshop were selected randomly, the technique best suited for broader
generalization. However, mainly because it was very hard for them to keep their job, participants were selected not by researchers, but by the extremely severe living conditions to which they were succumbed.

2.2 Assessment of Traced Ethical Principles

Recent academic literature identifies the key concerns regarding the ethics of research with refugees, IDP and other populations-at-risk (Jacobsen and Landau, 2003; Mackenzie, et al. 2007). These include the intersecting issues of the ethics of research with vulnerable groups’ power and consent, confidentiality and trust, risks to researchers and potential harm to participants, as well as the broader cross-cutting issues of gender, culture, human rights and social justice. Reed argues (2002) that while there is growing evidence of these challenges, much of it are dispersed across a range of academic disciplines, descriptive in nature and offer little practical guidance to researchers working with refugee and IDP populations and those responsible for ethics oversight. Power imbalances between researchers and participants also raise complex ethical issues (Pittaway, et.al 2015: 232). For this reason, the first relationship with the Syrian refugees was an important step taken in terms of trust in the investigative institution and the individuals, as GY, one of the researchers chose to chat directly with them in a friendly way instead of leaving it to inexperienced interviewers. According to our observations, there were three factors that were most influential in persuading the refugees to provide explanations and commitments on logistic support in these first four meetings. First that the project will be carried out by a labour-intensive German institution (ICDD-GLU), second that the workshop will be organized in a highly prestigious and local university and lastly, an assurance to be given that they will be transferred to the venue by certain service vehicles which will be arranged by the organizers.

It is important to note that exposing refugees to a set of questions without considering and determining the most sensitive and appropriate way of doing so may cause (further) harm and put participants in difficult situations (Krause, 2017: 4). Although our event cannot be defined as a field research, we must remind once more that it can be regarded as a field research in respect to the outcomes it yielded, including face-to-face meetings with 44 refugees plus 9 workers from Turkey and collecting information during workshops which lasted for an entire day. We also observed that the four separate meetings held with the participants before the event were effective in the sense that there were no significant ethical problem during the workshop. Through the questions refugees raised during the early meetings regarding the format of the workshop, the possible questions they were expected to answer, queries on where and for what purposes the results of the research would be used, interests and identity of the parties (both universities) involved, including those who organized the event, the participants and researchers, the research solely on refugees was gradually transformed into a research conducted by and with the refugees. Leaning (2001) points out that the most complex challenge arises with the principles of beneficence—in whose interest this research is being done, and who would benefit from the results.
Because of the mobility and fluidity of many refugee populations, especially at times of acute crisis, it is difficult to design a study that has much realistic chance of conferring benefit to the specific individuals enrolled. In the very beginning, the study participants have to be made to understand that they are agreeing not only to enter a study that has some risks (the intervention might not be as good as the control) but also to undergo something that might not give them any benefit (Leaning, 2001: 1433).

Many authors (Ellis, et al. 2007; MacLean, et al. 2009; Pittaway, et al. 2010) also point out the importance of collaborative and participatory methods which are proposed as a potentially appropriate way to address some of the ethical issues that are raised in research involving marginalized and disenfranchised groups (Block, et.al. 2013). Hynes (2003: 13) states that in case newly arrived refugees do not know about the details of the research and are not being informed about the results, distrust may be exacerbated. Similarly, interviewing refugees for the sake of academic research raises a number of ethical considerations as structures of power, real or perceived, need to be borne in mind. Inequalities of political rights, economic positions, psychosocial positions, gender and other social and cultural factors between the researcher and the researched require attention. However, Baycan (2003) rightly points out the fact that refugees might also consider that researchers have a particular perception of who a refugee is and how they should behave. Refugees might feel the need to demonstrate or point out their resilience that they are not someone to be pitied, or at the end of a ‘charity approach’ or be ‘labelled as vulnerable’ or a ‘victim’ (Hynes, 2003:14). Indeed, one must keep in mind that overemphasizing the issue of ‘vulnerability’ may lead refugees see themselves as ‘victims’ rather than the subjects who possibly can become more powerful after having an agency to change their lives, especially when they organize and act collectively. Eventually, most of refugee researches mainly aim to empower them to fight for their lives rather than providing material aids.

On the other hand, refugees are quite often glad to tell their histories to researchers, particularly if they have politicized the experience and recognize it in a political context. In fact, it has been argued that the telling of their stories, or ‘bearing witness’ actually assists in this process (cf, Hynes, 2003:14).

Where ethical guidelines are taken into consideration, undercover researches are often found to be too strict to be applied to fieldworks. Krause (2017: 8) precisely states that the concept of undercover research entails that researchers neglect to identify themselves as such, but collect data secretly or ‘undercover’. Hence, research subjects are neither asked about their participation nor informed about the purpose of the research or manners of data use. In this context, we must highlight that our project was not an ‘undercover’ research as participants were informed about the purpose of research or manners of data both prior to and during the workshop. Although researcher GY behaved as a labour activist when she was working with Syrians, she didn’t hide her academic identity from the participants.
How did we convince the Syrian refugees for voluntary participation? Recognizing the complex dimensions of research ethics, Guillemin and Gillam (2004) distinguish between ‘procedural ethics’, which involves formal processes of gaining consent through ethics committees, and ‘ethics in practice’, which involves responding to the everyday issues that can arise in the processes of research (Block, et.al. 2013). Over the past years, informed consent forms have become widely debated and accepted as part of a code of conduct for scholars and a standard tool in fieldwork in medical and social science to prove voluntary and informed participation of interviewees (Brounéus, 2011: 150; Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007: 42-43). It is widely argued that informed consent consists of three main features: participants must (1) receive information about the research to (2) adequately understand what they are agreeing to, and (3) be able and free to decide to participate. Similarly, standardized consent forms (Ellis, et al. 2007) aim to certify that participants possess sufficient knowledge about the research project, use of data, their rights, and their voluntary participation in order for them to weigh the benefits and disadvantages and to decide about their contributions (cf. Krause, 2017: 10). Also, for Birman (2005:165), informed consent procedures conducted by research teams can help them to educate the communities they study and prevent unethical practices. Some of the organizations that refugees encounter do not follow the kind of ethical standards that are adhered to by the university researchers. Thus, refugees may have had experiences that lead them to distrust researchers, questionnaires and any assurances of confidentiality. But as our study targeted Syrian refugees, the most vulnerable group in Turkey who have been exposed to extremely harsh political restrictions in the society, any request for a written consent form these people would be very risky for it would be a step to prevent their participation from the outset. Pittaway and Bartolomei (2013: 157) expressed: ‘[i]nformed consent is a joke when there is no food, no proper interpreters to read the legalistic forms we take. No security […] sometimes it makes me feel sick to have to ask people’ (cf. Krause, 2017: 10).

Also for Czyminiewicz-Klippel et al. (2010) the processes of obtaining consent that involve providing written explanations and consent forms are inappropriate for populations or individuals who are likely to have low literacy rates, or may be reluctant to sign documents (cf. Block, et al., 2013). Instead, we visited participants in their own premises and learned that they had some apprehensions and did not want their names and pictures appear in the press, media or later publications. Thus, a topic that was first highlighted in the talks with faculty members, assistants and students, based on their experiences, was also confirmed by the participants themselves in the field. Hence, they were not asked to give a written and signed consent regarding their participation,

Birman (2005: 166) argues that informed consent procedures can also discourage members of communities from participating in research projects for a variety of reasons. The need to sign informed consent forms takes away the possibility of anonymous participation and may create great fears about loss of confidentiality. Studies (Howard-Jones, 1982) have shown that research participants perceive the informed consent process as intended to protect the researcher rather than the participant (Birman, 2005:166).
although an informative note aiming to address most of the questions in their mind was prepared and given to them.

Confidentiality is vital for protecting both the identities of and information provided by research participants. It appears that researchers in refugee and IDP settings have often forgotten the capacity that their work might have to cause unintended harm to participants through inappropriate disclosure of identities or other personal information that to the researchers might have appeared innocuous. For example, stories or photographs identifying individuals in documents may become known in the original context, despite being published in another country or another language (Beauchamp and Childress, 2001; Mackenzie, et al. 2007; cf. Pittaway, et al. 2015: 234). Thus, it is crucial to take into consideration all these aspects when anonymizing data to guarantee the safety of the participants. That is precisely why we banned taking photographs, blocked the participation of media and press into the event and committed to them that their names will not be published to fulfill the wishes of participants.

The question about financial or material reimbursement also polarizes and provokes wide-ranging debates among scholars. On the one hand, financial benefits can create bias because participants may feel obligated to answer questions in a particular way. Offering favours may also put researchers in a powerful position superior to those collecting them, a possible handover to ‘those in need’. On the other hand, participants travel distances and take time to support the research when they cannot work which must financially be met (Ruppenthal, et al. 2005, cf. Krause, 2017:16; Temple and Moran, 2011; Marmo, 2013; Vervliet, et al. 2015). The ethical considerations of the Canadian Council for Refugees similarly declare its principle for ‘Fair Return for Assistance: While financial compensation can be offered for people’s time and/or child care and/or transportation costs in order to remove barriers to participation, it should be proportionate and reasonable’ (Kazak, 2017: 12). In our project, financial reimbursement or daily allowance was also one of the most important motivations for Syrian participants; when they heard in the first four meetings that they would fairly be reimbursed, their eagerness to participate was apparent. However, it is equally important to underline the fact that those who took part in the first four ‘informal’ meetings would not necessarily be the same as those who were available to attend the workshop, because both had their respective working conditions and individual difficulties of obtaining paid or unpaid leave. In fact, this issue was clearly stated by the Syrian women and men themselves during the first meetings. When they were asked whether this may cause any tension at the workshop between those available and those not, they noted that they have already been living in a sort of solidarity by adding that per diem allowances will be shared among the members of each community. Surprisingly, we witnessed that none of the participants seemed uncomfortable with this conclusion. Although it is not easy to say precisely about the reasons for this, one may take extremely severe living conditions as the reason of this solidarity-based lifestyle.
Refugees constantly approach researchers seeking assistance for themselves or their family, providing what is often compelling evidence of malpractice or neglect in the systems of protection that govern their lives. Sometimes refugees take considerable risk to raise these concerns, as many camp authorities will punish refugees after the researchers have left for perceived breaches of confidence (Pittaway, et al. 2015: 232). Research rarely directly benefits individual respondents. This needs to be clearly explained to people in situations of forced migration, so that they do not participate only in the hope that their participation will bring direct material, legal, or other benefits (Kazak, 2017: 13). Indeed, some male and female Syrians approached GY seeking assistance for their personal problems. Raised questions at these moments were mostly related with their personal capacity to work or access in public health provision or education of their children or possibilities (if any?) to go to one of the European countries. Instead, giving concrete answer to these individual questions, they were told by GY that the workshop itself is the best venue to share their stories freely and enable the Project team to convey their problems to official authorities.

The desire of the refugees themselves to have their ‘stories’ told to the international community can outweigh considerations of potential danger to themselves and their communities (Pittaway et al. 2015: 233). Community leaders and those familiar with the language, social systems and culture in these settings may exert tight control through their ability to offer patronage to some researchers (Ebbs, 1996, cf. Pittaway, et al. 2015: 233). This poses both practical and philosophical problems, in that researchers may be asked to compromise their methodology, or participants may not be giving genuinely voluntary consent. At the same time, however, without such patronage access may be impossible. This is often exacerbated by the non-governmental organization (NGO) gatekeepers, who control access to community leaders. These particular leaders have a vested interest in ensuring that the NGOs who validate their power are protected from negative research outcomes (Pittaway, et al. 2015: 233). In our case, the founder of OkmeydanıGöç-Der was also a worker who attended the workshop under the category of Turkish workers. The leader of the other group from Fatih district was a young Syrian man, a university graduate, who spoke English fluently unlike other group members. But there was no patronage effect in the early informal meetings or during workshop as the refugees could freely express themselves and as there was a strong mutual trust and friendship between the founders of Göç-Der and and the Fatih group and those refugee members of both associations.

No doubt that central to any study on refugees is the issue of trust. As Daniel and Knudsen (1995) point out ‘the refugee mistrusts and is mistrusted’ and it is important to elaborate on this statement by exploring why and who refugees mistrust and why and by whom refugees are mistrusted at each phase of forced migration (Hynes, 2003: 1). As Fink (2001) suggests, the ‘culture of mistrust’ is said to ‘have characterized not only the military regime but, in many cases, the opposition groups as well’. Upon arrival, a refugee may ‘mistrust everybody they encounter’, including members of their so-called community. Refugee
community organisations may have much to offer individuals when they are attempting to rebuild their lives and reconstitute trust but even here trust is not a given (Hynes, 2003: 1, 4 and 7). Emmanuel Marx (1990), in his research on social networks, puts forward the idea that there is a ‘boundless social universe’ of social networks that need constantly to be borne in mind when researching the lives of refugees. His paper suggests that there is also a boundless universe of mistrust that needs consideration when conducting research with refugees, much of which will remain unknown to the researcher:

‘This does not mean that research should not be carried out; rather the researcher needs to be aware of the layer upon layer of mistrust that is a product of the refugee experience. Neither does this mean that the information received from refugees during the course of research is not accurate. What this does mean is that the researcher, the ‘outsider’, must be aware of mutual mistrust that may exist between the person being interviewed, the country of asylum and the mistrust that permeates exile communities as explained earlier. As researchers we need to consider our approach at many levels. We need to choose whether we research for, on or with refugees (cf, Hynes, 2003:14).

The risks of asymmetries in power between researchers and research participants have also long been noted. Bourdieu, in his essay entitled ‘Understanding’ (1996), suggests that research may inflict ‘symbolic violence’ through misunderstanding or misrepresenting research participants. Potential for misrepresentation arises through the difficulties of communicating when researchers and research subjects occupy different positions within social structures. Accordingly, the most disempowered participants are the most vulnerable to being subjected to symbolic violence through research (Block, et al. 2013).

‘It is the investigator who starts the game and who sets up its rules: it is most often she who, unilaterally and without any preliminary negotiations, assigns to the interview its objectives and uses, and on occasion these may be poorly specified—at least for the respondent. This asymmetry is underlined by a social asymmetry which occurs every time the investigator occupies a higher place in the social hierarchy’ (Bourdieu, 1996, cf. Block, et al. 2013).

Here, we must also point out one distinctive aspect of our work that unlike field researches based on one-to-one interviews with individuals, not only in the workshop but also in the four preliminary meetings with Syrians, each refugee had a chance to hear the questions and answers of others. We clearly observed that this way can easily motivate people to talk to those who do not speak, or to ask questions for those who are shy to ask question which is something hard to do in a field research. This was also very helpful to remove invisible hierarchical walls based on the different social statutes of the researcher and participants so that soon after many refugees started to ask questions or to comment on topics and preliminary meetings turned to chats rather than formal gatherings.
When jointly conceptualizing research, refugees must have an influential role. Either based on specific previously developed research questions and aims or with an overall subject in mind, scholars consult with refugees on the way forward, which may include specifying issues to be analyzed, whom to speak with and how to do that (manner and methodical approach) and where to go. Research processes are therefore designed in cooperation. For such endeavors, scholars need time, must know the context and people well already, and have built trusting relationships. Moreover, those who are part of the team effort need to have knowledge about academic work. Due to their influential roles, it is important to ensure that consulting groups are well balanced and include people from different backgrounds to prevent biases and harm (Krause, 2017: 21). Both moderators and experts who organized and run workshop activities with fishbowl technique joined Skype conference which was held by the Project coordinator two months before the workshop. Details of the Skype conference was discussed in Chapter 1 and how the workshop day and fishbowl event was organized will be elaborated in the next section. When it comes to Syrian and Turkish refugees, although they knew the aim and Project institutions in general when they came to the workshop they were very surprised with the format (fishbowl and few beginning dramas) and found it highly inclusive and enjoyable.

Transferring research findings for practical application aims to influence developments and processes in humanitarian refugee aid in a way that marginalized people - in this case displaced persons - can receive better protection and have improved living conditions. From a normative or moral perspective, it could even be argued that social scientists have the obligation to share research results outside their academic circle and contribute to improvements (Krause, 2017: 23). How to address the dual necessities so that our work can both be academically rigorous and relevant to policy? Though many see these demands as mutually exclusive, as social scientists are trained in logical argument and methodological rigor, these styles of work can provide a solid empirical basis for policy and advocacy efforts. Indeed, this is the kind of research on which policy should be based. Effective and ethical research requires that employed methodologies need to be sound and explicitly recognize and criticize the limits and strengths of adopted approaches to generate both data and the conclusions drawn from them (Jacobsen and Landau, 2003: 2). Our decision to share the entire preparation process through this paper and also the comprehensive report written by Tolga Tören which was published by ICDD is based on our common goal to convey the findings of the workshop to policymakers both in Turkey and in Germany with the hope of reaching any possible improvement in the working and living conditions of Syrians in both countries. These papers are also manifestations that we did our best for not bypassing a basic research ethic as we declared that this workshop is expected to be political reflections aimed to improve their working and living conditions.

---
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when we responded to the questions asked in the first two meetings with Syrian refugees in their own premises.

Common wish of social scientists to influence refugee policy through their research gives rise to questions such as, are the analysis and conclusions based on sound principles of descriptive and causal inference and robust data collection practices? King (1995) and Ragin (1994) state that refugee research employs a wide range of quantitative and qualitative techniques, from personal case histories to large-scale surveys. Regardless of the methodology employed, good scholarship demands that researchers reveal and explain their methods (Jacobsen and Landau, 2003: 2). One of the most significant questions appears with regard to the reliability of the data collected from the field which in our case was prepared as an environment free from any exclusion, oppression and/or discrimination in order to receive the most possible reliable answers. It was equally important for us to make them feel a friendly and relaxed environment which would be hard to achieve in a workshop full with Turkish and European researchers and academics. To reach this goal, we achieved to involve Turkish workers as well by considering that a sort of class brothership may develop instead of hostility based on national differences. Not surprisingly, ease behaviours shown by their Turkish counterparts motivated Syrian workers to express their problems dauntlessly.

In spite of existing challenges, it is apparent that providing feedback is important. In addition to receiving reports, those attending discussions can act as multipliers to inform members of communities about the results. Working with multipliers can be necessary when a great number of people participated in research who cannot be informed individually. In these group discussions, the meaning of findings for communities can be deliberated so that it is not only about scholars informing participants about ‘their’ results but rather for communities and scholars to speak about them and perhaps discuss ways in which they can be useful (Krause, 2017: 25). We think that a follow-up meeting which has not been held yet is our most basic weakness at present. On the other hand, this significant drawback may still be overcome with a follow-up meeting, as we still have access to a significant portion of the Syrian refugees who participated in the workshop.
In this section, we aim to show how fishbowl day was organized. With the help of the two well-prepared moderators, we successfully managed the entire day. In the beginning of the day, participants were first asked to stand up and join into a series of games which were organized by the moderators. It was observed that the main goal of these games was to reduce the prejudices of participants against each other generated from the fact that they might have different national belongings and religious affiliations. The next was the distribution of small notes composed by a number of questions on age, job (previous in Syria and actual one), sex, etc., that participants were asked to give written answers. The problem we encountered at this stage mainly came from the fact that we did not tell the moderators that these short notes and questions should be translated into Arabic beforehand. Luckily beside two translators we hired we had also two Syrian participants who had good command of English that they helped others to understand and answer these questions. All written answers were translated into English from Arabic later by these two Syrian participants in return of a reasonable fee. We must also note that together with the results of the fishbowl activity, this stage also was very helpful in terms of the results we achieved for it gave us an opportunity to make a comprehensive report just like a field research.

Following the collection of the written answers, we had a coffee break before starting fishbowl. We surprisingly observed that Syrians and Turkish workers got started to talk with the help of interpreters probably owing to the games they had played earlier in the morning. Also, Syrians who had very limited communication before the first coffee break were conversing in a heated manner. Now, the psychological infrastructure, needed to start the Fishbowl activity had also been formed.

In some definitions, fishbowl is a teaching strategy involving a small group of students/participants sitting in a circle surrounded by a circle comprising the rest of the class. After all participants have read the text, the group in the inside circle discusses the text while those in the outside circle listen. After a brief discussion, the ones in the inside can switch with others from the outside for a continuing of the discussion (Hurst and Pearman, 2013: 229). For UNICEF (2015: 1), the fishbowl method requires a facilitator to allow direct conversations with experts, as a means of providing noteworthy participants with a prominent platform while still maintaining interactivity, or for discussing controversial issues that people may feel strongly about. Nick Martin (2018) also points out that a fishbowl technique used to help a large group of people reach a common understanding on a set of issues or proposal and increase their feeling of participation in a relatively short amount of time.

In these sections, Zeynep Ekin's notes are used. Authors would like thank Zeynep Ekin who is a GLU Alumni.

Any question regarding their religious affiliations was avoided as this is quite a sensitive issue, even the main reason for the civil war in Syria.
During our last day event, the workshop was structured with the participation of only the Syrian and Turkish citizens while the audience and press were not allowed to interrupt or ask any questions. The workshop organizing team took the notes in detail by documenting the discussed issues. Sinem Bayraktar from Development Workshop and Kamil Orhan from Pamukkale University were the facilitators of the workshop. One of GLU Alumni Turkey, Zeynep Ekin, who had proposed fishbowl to the organizing team and had contacted with the facilitators, undertook the role of moderator in the second session of the game. Since Syrian participants were composed of women and men working mostly in the textile sector, between the ages of 20–50, migrating from Aleppo and Damascus, the gender balance was also born in mind for the facilitation.

The fishbowl technique was preferred for managing the group discussion in the workshop. This special technique is an alternative to the traditional open discussion in which only a few people are active while the rest of the participants are isolated to just listen without any opportunity to interrupt. Rather, the fishbowl technique is used to have a participatory discussion giving an opportunity to everyone to become an active participant. This technique is useful for ventilating controversial or hot topics or sharing ideas or information from a variety of perspectives, avoiding lengthy speeches (OHCHR, 2017).

Alongside the advantages of fishbowl technique, one of the major obstacles for the organizing team and facilitators was the language barrier. This workshop could have been more effectively carried out if the facilitators could speak Arabic. Although the simultaneous translation was provided, this warm atmosphere was required to speak in Arabic without the needed translation. Another major problem was that the facilitators did not have enough knowledge about the labour side of the Syrian refugee issue. This problem could have been removed if the organizing team had a chance to reach a person who had capability of being a facilitator in fishbowl technique and was knowledgeable about the process of integration of Syrians into the labour market and the existing labour policies in Turkey. Simon (2003: 1) points out that the workshop coordinator or organizing committee members should be familiar with all the steps before moving forward.

When it comes to the question of how this technique was effective in achieving results even better than field researches, we must remind readers that questions prepared and asked by organizers motivated participants not only for discussing the given issues but also for raising new questions and giving new information. Their statements at the fishbowl workshop manifested that Syrian refugees have been facing difficulties to enter the labour market mainly because of the legal requirement for work permit. Because of the difficulties with the legal procedures with regards to work permit and identity cards, many of them had to accept work under vulnerable situations illegally without social security as being underpaid and with long working hours. Apart from the problems in their legal status, the main barrier for their integration to better living and working conditions is the language barrier. They are having problems with expressing their issues to local

authorities or take action and therefore it makes harder to reach the basic necessities and public services. This also reflects on the problems they face in housing, access to education, health, social welfare.

Based on the statements from Turkish workers, it was also noticed that some of the workers consider the problems of the refugees as a systematic problem that Turkish people could also have in the future. Additionally, they expressed that Turkish workers and Syrian workers have common problems in relation to employment conditions and finding decent jobs. While the focus at the workshop was sharing the experiences on working and living conditions in Turkey, Turkish workers mostly provided result-oriented suggestions to the situation of Syrian refugees. They have shared suggestions. Some of the main suggestions were the empowerment of international solidarity, government, trade unions, NGOs and employer associations who should work together; there should be decent, legal and guaranteed conditions for people in Turkey; legal frameworks should be re-regulated for Syrian and Turkish workers and there should be language cohesion with the opening of Turkish and Arabic courses.

At the end of the fishbowl workshop, a brief information session was held on the local NGOs, international organizations and public services that provide support on education, health, human right and legal issues for refugees. As it was noticed, many of them were unfamiliar of the work that have been done with all these organizations and institutions and showed great interest. Furthermore, based on the questions of the moderators it was noted that very few of the Syrian participants (only 4 in 44) were benefiting for government assistances.
4. CONCLUSION REMARKS

In this study, we aimed to share information with readers on how we organized a workshop including also its preparation process which was organized and run to understand the working conditions of Syrian refugees in Turkey step by step. International organizations, especially ILO and UN, produce quite valuable papers to guide voluntary and non-binding principles and improve the living and working conditions not only for Syrian refugees but all migrant populations.\footnote{See Guiding principles on the access of refugees and other forcibly displaced persons to the labour market, ILO The Tripartite Technical Meeting on 5-7 July 2016 in Geneva, https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_protect/---protrav/---migrant/documents/genericdocument/wcms_536440.pdf; or The ILO Response to the Syrian Refugee Crisis: https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/---exrel/documents/publication/wcms_357159.pdf or the UN Global Compact: https://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/73/195} Few of the most emphasized principles in these texts are non-discrimination (UN, 2019: 5), being managed under equal and fair rules (ILO, 2016: 4) and providing facilities for the migrant workers to learn the language of the host country (ILO, 2016: 3; ILO, 2018). But unfortunately, this important work doesn’t not see the attention and interest it deserves especially in developing countries practicing deep political and economic crisis like Turkey. Indeed, one of the most visible and tangible outputs of the workshop that we would like to emphasize, for example, was the extremely low number of Syrian participants (only four in total 44) who reported that they benefited from government assistance. Similarly, despite all these voluntary guiding principles that attached priority on language courses, communication with the Syrian participants required translators, as none of them were able to speak or understand Turkish. Admittedly, this case can be explained through the reasons that either the number of Syrian refugees in Turkey is much higher compared to other countries or that providing language courses for millions of Syrians within only a few years seem to be impossible. However, in the face of the facts that the workshop was held in a metropolitan city where the Syrian population was most intense and that participants were randomly selected in three different districts via three different NGOs, none of the 44 Syrians know Turkish even at the lowest level and this shows that there are other structural problems that requires attention.

Although we initially did not anticipate, our event turned nearly to a field research in terms of both achieved results and also the mixed methods we employed during the workshop. As one of the research methods, face-to-face interviewing is a costly and time-consuming tool (Kelley, et al. 2003: 262). Despite the fact that our workshop with the Syrian refugees took only a single day, we successfully organized in-depth interviews with many of them during the day. Besides interviewing, we also distributed those written questionnaires. In this manner, it did not become a time- or fund-consuming activity. Indeed, despite participants were paid per-diem for the entire four days,\footnote{Syrian and Turkish workers were also paid for their participation in previous three meetings at their premises} and also translators...
were hired full time for fishbowl day the total cost of the participation of Syrian
and Turkish workers was considerably low with only 15% of the project budget.

As unexperienced organizers, we encountered with troubles as well to some
extent. Also because of the fact that we as GLU Turkey Alumnis were working and
living in different provinces of Turkey, we had difficulty to meet periodically to
discuss different aspects of regional meeting. We did our best to overcome this
problem via Skype meetings. Another critical issue was that we had to find the
best interpreters on one hand but they must accept to work in return for the
lowest prices on the other because of budgetary limits. We all knew how much
interpretation was vital for such a workshop. As a result, we had to spend most
part of the time that was given to us to find interpreters who met these criteria.

The third problem was that the sponsor institution (ICDD) was very far from
where the event took place (Turkey). If for example, the sponsoring institution
had an office in Istanbul, before the event we would probably have more
meetings than what we originally had with ICDD staffs. Alongside the advantages
of fishbowl technique, one of the major obstacles for the organizing team and
facilitators was again the language barrier. This workshop could have been more
effectively carried out if the facilitators could speak Arabic. Although
simultaneous translation was provided, this warm atmosphere was required to
speak in Arabic without the needed translation. Simon (2003: 1) points out that
the workshop coordinator or organizing committee members should be familiar
with all steps before moving forward.

Another major problem was that the facilitators did not have enough knowledge
about the labour side of the Syrian refugee issue. This problem could have been
removed if the organizing team had chance to reach a person who had capability
of being the facilitator in the fishbowl technique and was knowledgeable about
the process of integration of Syrians into the labour market and existing labour
policies in Turkey. However, this obstacle was hard to overcome since many
labour policy experts in Turkey do not know the fishbowl technique.

We think that a follow-up meeting, which has not been held, yet is our most basic
weakness at present. On the other hand, this significant drawback may still be
overcome with a follow-up meeting, as we still have access to a significant
portion of the Syrian refugees who participated in the workshop.

The gains of the event, on the other, can be summarized as follows. As we
pointed out before as well the entire programme became an incredible learning
process for GLU-Alumnis in Turkey. Indeed, we must confess that none of us (GLU
Alumnis Turkey) were familiar or experienced in organizing and/or coordinating
a workshop. Thus, this workshop turned to be a learning process both for the
organizers and coordinator who are all GLU-Turkey Alumnis.

We have also seen that developing country organizations and universities need
to think about organizing more workshops besides allocating large funds and
spending longer time for refugee field researches. For example, while conducting
a nationwide field survey on Syrian workers, more than two years and a budget of
hundred thousand Euros is required; instead, if workshops are organized in every city where Syrians are settled, the time taken will be much shorter and the cost lower. Local workshops may also become more preferable as they allow a more detailed picture.

Based on the findings we reached from the fishbowl workshop, some suggestions could be made for future researches and projects in this area. As it is described in the previous section, Syrian refugees have a lack of information regarding the supports, aids and guidance for the problems they face during their stay in Turkey. Not every Syrian refugee has the same conditions to access government supports and what prevents them to have the same access in order to improve their living and working conditions needs to be studied in detail. Furthermore, as the participants showed great interest on the brief information that was provided on the fishbowl workshop, it should be noted that it is not only to provide services and support but also to show them how to gain access and improve their access to these supports. Even though there are many projects and funding for overcoming the difficulties that refugees face, they should be provided with training activities or informary sessions that would inform and guide refugees to reach these supports, services and their rights. It also means that the availability and reachability of service and support of the public institutions and local NGOs also depend on their capacity. In order to strengthen and keep access to these institutions sustainable, it also requires policies and implementations to improve their capacity.

The last but not the least is that unlike field research, workshops provide an opportunity to bring the local people and refugees together, getting rid of prejudices and establishing solidarity bridges between natives and refugees.
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Anatomy of a refugee workshop: Syrian labourers in Istanbul


6. **ANNEXURE**

**REGIONAL WORKSHOP ON SYRIAN REFUGEES AND INTEGRATION OF SYRIANS**

10–13 February 2017 Boğaziçi University, Istanbul

**PROGRAMME**

Who is involved?

- Bogazici University Centre for Educational Policy Studies (BEPAM), the hosting organization.
- International Center for Development and Decent Work (ICDD) at the University of Kassel, initiator of the workshop.
- German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD), the funder.
- Global Labour University Alumni Network in Turkey, responsible for the organization of the workshop.
- Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung Turkey Office
- Speakers: You can see the list of names below.

1. **DAY**

10 February 2017 Friday Bogazici University, New Hall 001, North Campus

9:00-09:30-Register

09:30-10:30

Opening Speeches

Prof. Dr. Christoph Scherrer, University of Kassel

Dr. Meral Apak, Bogazici University– BEPAM

Global Labour University (GLU) Turkey Alumni Representative

General Overview of the Current Status of Syrian Refugees in Turkey

I. Session: The situation of the labour market in Turkey after the Syrian crisis

Moderator: Prof. Dr. Seyhan Erdoğan, Ankara University

Doç. Dr. Murat Erdoğan, Hacettepe University Migration and Politics Research Centre, "Türk iş Dünyası ve Mülteciler: "Kalkınmacılık" mi, "Kontrolsüzlük" mü?" (En: Turkish Business and Refugees: "Developmentalist" or "Uncontrolled")

10:30-11.00 Coffee Break

11:00-12:00 I. Session: The situation of the labour market in Turkey after the Syrian crisis continues
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İrfan Kaygısız, United Metalworkers’ Union, "Suriyeli Mültecilerin Emek Piyasasına Etkileri" (En: The Effect of Syrian Refugees on the Labor Market)

12:00-13:00 Lunch

13:00 -15:00 II. Session: Reflections of Precarization on Different Sectors in Labour Market

Moderator: Dr. Gaye Yılmaz, GLU Alumni

Ergün İşeri, DISK/ Textile Workers’ Union, "Güvencesizliğe Karşı Sınıfın Ortak Mücadelesi" (En: Joint Struggle of the Working Class against Precariousness)

Doç. Dr. Saniye Dedeoğlu, Mugla University, "Türkiye İş Gücü Piyasasında Güvencesizleşme Dinamikleri: Suriyeli Tanımlı İşçileri" (En: Dynamics of Precarization in the Turkish Labor Market: Syrian Agricultural Workers’ Case)

Doç. Dr. Selmin Kaşka, Marmara University, "İstanbul’da Göçmenler Nerede, Nici'nin Çalışıyor?" (En: Where are the immigrants in Istanbul and why do they work?)

Bilge Seçkin Çetinkaya, "Ölümle Kalım Arasında: Uluslararası Markaların Tedarik Zincirinde Çalışan Suriyeli Göçmenler" (En: Live on the Razor’s Edge: Syrian Migrant Workers in the Supply Chain of International Brands)

15:00-15:30 Coffee Break

15:30-17:30 III. Session: Labour Migration Policies in Turkey: Situation of Refugees in Turkish Labour Market

Moderator: Dr. Tolga Tören, GLU Alumni

İsmail Doğa Karatepe, University of Kassel, "Syrian Refugees and Turkey’s Labour Market: the State and Capital Perspective"

Bilge Pınar Yenigün, GLU Alumni, "Türkiye İş Gücü Piyasasında Suriyeli Mülteciler: Yasal Çerçeve ve Mevcut Durum" (En: Syrian Refugees in the Turkish Labor Market: Legal Framework and Current Situation)

Gizem Demirci Al Kadah, The Association for Solidarity with Asylum Seekers and Migrants, "İş Piyasasına Erişimde Yaşanan Zorluklar" (En: Challenges of Accessing the Job Market)

Alp Biricik, Human Resource Development Foundation, "Suriyeli Mültecilerin Çalışma Hayatındaki Saha Gözlemleri" (En: Observations from the field about Syrian Refugees’ working life)
2. DAY
11 February 2017 Saturday Bogazici University, New Hall 101, North Campus
10:00-11:00 I. Session: Session of German Situation
Moderator: Ismail Doğan Karatepe, Kassel University
Lisa-Marie Heimeshoff, University of Osnabrück, "The media discourse of work and the labor market in the context of refugee migration - Insights from the German case"
Dr. Floris Biskamp, University of Kassel, "Lowering the Barrier by Lowering the Wage? The German Debate on a Suspension of the Minimum Wage for Refugees"
11:00-11:30 Coffee Break
11:30 - 13:00 II: Session: Labour Migration: Experiences from the Field
Moderator: Özge Berber Ağtaş, GLU Alumni
Metin Çorabatır, Center for Asylum and Migration Studies, "Refugee Integration: A right and an Urgency"
Ayşe Beyazova, Bogazici University, "İstanbul’da Suriyeli Mülteci Ebeveynlerin Çocukları için Eğitim Arayışları" (En: Syrian refugee parents’ pursuit of education for their children in Istanbul)
13:00 - 14:00 Lunch
14:00 - 15:30 III: Session: Gender Inequality and Syrian Refugees
Moderator: Prof. Dr. Gülay Toksöz, Ankara University
Doç. Dr. Melda Yaman, "Suriyeli Kadın Mültecilerin Emek Koşullarını Eştitdama Katılımı" (En: Participation of Syrian women refugees to employment and their labour conditions)
Doç. Dr. Reyhan Atası Topçuoğlu, Hacettepe University, "Ataerkillikve Enformel Kapitalizmin Eklemlenmesinde Göçmen Kadın Emek" (En: Migrant women’s labor in the articulation of patriarchy and informal capitalism)
Dr. Helen Schwenken, University of Osnabrück, "Between invisibility and hyper-visibility: Gender and refugee issues in Germany"
15:30-16:00 Coffee Break
16:00-17:30 IV. Session: Child Labour and Syrian Refugees
Moderator: Doç. Dr. Pınar UyanSemerci, İstanbul Bilgi University
Seda Akço, Hümanist Büro, “Çocuksılığı mücadelede hukuk veriliş bir araç mıdır?” (En: Is law a convenient tool for combating child labour?)

Ezgi Koman, "Türkiye’de Çocuksılığı Mülteciler Çocukları Çalıştırması" (En: Child Labour in Turkey and Employment of Refugee Children)

Zeynep Ekin Aklar, Support To Life Foundation, "Mevsimlik Tarım Çocuksılığı: Adana Özelinde Kadıköy Örneği" (En: Child Labour in Seasonal Migratory Agriculture: A case study in Kadıköy district of Adana)

Nuran Gülenç, United Metalworkers’ Union, "Tekstil Sektörü ve Suriyeli Mülteci Çocuklar" (En: Textile Sector and Syrian Refugee Children)

3. DAY
12 February 2017 Sunday

Fishbowl Workshop with the participation of Syrian and Turkish Workers

This session will be closed to the audiences and speakers due to the fact that it will be organized only for Syrian participants. However findings of this event will be shared in the workshop report.

Moderator: Sinem Bayraktar (Development Workshop) and Kamil Orhan (Pamukkale University) 12 February 2017, Sunday

09:45 - Arrival to workshop place
10:00 - 10:30 Warming session (To get to know each other better and there will be briefing about the workshop)
10:30 - 12:00 1st fishbowl event on the subject of livelihood.
12:00 - 13:30 Lunch break
13:30 - 15:00 2nd fishbowl event on the subject of working conditions.
15:00 - 15:30 Break
15:30 - 17:00 3rd activity critical incident technique on the overall topic and discrimination.
17:00 - 17:30 Closing Activity
17:30 - Departure

4. DAY
13 February 2017 Monday Bogazici University Garanti Kültür Merkezi, Seminer Salon 1, Uçaksavar Campus

10:30 - 11:30

Intro input on informal labour markets by Christoph Scherrer
I. Session: “Welcome to Turkey”: Identity, Conflict and Discrimination*

Moderator: Yrd. Doç. Polat Alpman, Yalova University

Dr. Gaye Yılmaz, GLU Alumni, “Kendisiyle Kavgalı bir Toplumda hem Mülteci hem İşçi Olmak” (En: Being both refugee and worker in a society that at fight with itself)

Cahide Sarı, Demos, “İçerideki Sınır: Ayrımcılık” (En: Inside Border: Discrimination)

11:30–12:00 Break

12:00-13:00

I. Session: “Welcome to Turkey”: Identity, Conflict and Discrimination* continues

Soner Çalış and Beril Sönmez, Mülteciyim Hemşerim, “Mahallede Neler Oluyor?” (En: What’s going on in the neighborhood?)

Burcu Karakaş, Journalist, “Medyanın imtihanı: Mülteciler melek mi şeytan mı?” (En: Media trial: Are the refugees an angel or a demons?)

13:00-14:00 Lunch

14:00 -16:00

II: Session: Policy Ideas and Recommendations

The summary of all the recommendations that gathered from previous days will be presented. It will be open to general discussion with the audience.

Final Remarks and Closing Speech
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